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PRESENTATION RE STUBBS DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL IN CONCESSION 3

Judith Grant, President, Federation of Tiny Township Shoreline
Associations

1) THIS PROPOSAL IS COMING IN UNDER THE OLD OFFICIAL PLAN.  When
the matter was discussed at Council, it was emphasized by at least
one member of Council that points from the new Official Plan should
not be considered lest the developer view that as unfair and make an
appeal to the OMB.  That being the case, THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTIONS OF THE OLD OFFICIAL PLAN SHOULD BE APPLIED WITH
FULL RIGOUR.  And that means, among other things, that the prime
agricultural designation that applies to part of the lands where the
development is to take place should be given full weight.  It is neither
right nor fair to allow the fact that the new Official Plan has changed
part of the land designation from prime agricultural to rural, to impinge
on the evaluation of this project.  (The change in designation may well
not have had anything to do with the quality of the land anyway; it
may have had considerably more to do with rationalizing boundaries.)
The key point is, that if the old rules are to be followed, then they
must be followed seriously and consistently.  If, however, the new
rules are to be followed, then those should be observed with real care.
THESE OFFICIAL PLANS HAVE AN INTERNAL COHERENCE THAT
SHOULD BE CAREFULLY OBSERVED.  SLIPPING FROM ONE TO THE
OTHER UNDERCUTS THEIR EFFECTIVENESS.

2) THE PROPOSAL ASKS FOR OFFICIAL PLAN AND ZONING AMENDMENTS
BECAUSE IT DOES NOT CONFORM TO THE RULES established with great
care for the future development of Tiny Township.  If the rules are to
be broken, the Township must be convinced that this development
benefits the Township.  Now IT IS QUITE CLEAR THAT THERE WILL BE
SUBSTANTIAL COSTS to be borne by the community at large--for fire
protection, for policing, for bylaw enforcement, in additional pressure
on beaches, for road maintenance, in its impact on the water table
through water use and septics.

BUT WHAT BENEFITS ARE THERE?  Often new developments bring
construction jobs, and those can be seen as a net benefit to the
community.  But a trailer park will not bring very many construction
jobs.  More important, IT WILL CONTRIBUTE VERY LITTLE TO THE
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TOWNSHIP'S TAX BASE.  Three documents are appended: a) A letter
written by Noel Thomas, Chair of the Taxation Committee of the
Federation of Ontario Cottager Associations (FOCA) to MPP Gerry
Phillips, b) Thomas' letter to Mr. Beaubien, Special Advisor to the
Minister of Finance, and c) the reply to Thomas.

3) THE NUMBER OF UNITS AND BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES PROPOSED FOR
THE UPPER LEVEL OF THE DEVELOPMENT IS HUGE.  We are being
asked to imagine this as a treed, environmentally friendly
development.  It is hard to imagine how this could possibly be the case
given the number of units.  We are familiar with an acreage similar in
size, and there would be very few trees left, were such a development
placed on it.  The maximum number of units allowed under the old plan
(were a subdivision permitted in such a location) is less than a quarter
the number proposed and that doesn't take into account the space
required for sports facilities, lodge and the like.

4) The idea of allowing this development to proceed piecemeal is not a
good one.  Either it is good for the Township, or it is not.  And if it is
not, then it should not be allowed a toe in the door that can gradually
turn out to be an elephant that will cost the community a great deal.
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Mr. Philips

I must bring something to your attention about The Ministry of Finance; specifically the Property Assessment Act;
more specifically Ontario Regulation 282/98 and its current modifications; most specifically the Ontario Government's
failure to assess vacation trailers.

As a volunteer for the Federation of Ontario Cottager Associations (FOCA), I look over taxation issues, and it is
becoming increasingly irritating about the taxation unfairness arising from the lack of assessments of vacation trailers,
which produces a tax holiday for them; while seasonal cottages are fully assessed and fully taxed.   It is a loophole in
the Province's legislative practices, which is encouraging new projects to further enlarge the loophole, thus enlarging
the tax burden on other taxpayers.

For backup evidence, I attach two documents for reference purposes.

1. FOCA letter (my authorship) to Mr. Beaubien's commission, in their recent review of the Ontario Property
Assessment Corporation.
2. A summary on the background of Vacation Trailers, as distinct from Mobile Homes; put together by OPAC,
in response to my question why they have avoided assessing vacation trailers.

It is imporrtant to know the content of Mr. Beaubien's report of April 2, 2001.  I have neglected to include this as a
reference, because it is available on the Ministry of Finance's own web-page.  However I wish to point out the
following;

1. Part 2 of the report deals with changes requested for the Ontario Regulation 282/98; one category of changes
detailed those that were specifically being requested as a result of Mr. Beaubien's study; a second category listed a set
of issues warranting further consultation and review.
2. Vacation Trailers have had an assessment moratorium placed on them since 1987. [See OPAC's history on
Vacation Trailers].  After all this time, a solution was not put forth in the first category, nor was the issue even listed for
further consultation and review.  Mr. Beaubien's aide claims that further review will likely pick up the issue.

Some further points that I wish to make;  CAPITALIZATION is for EMPHASIS of the point.

1. FOCA has historically had issues with full taxation on seasonally-used vacation properties.  FOCA's requests
for an adjusted tax rate that would reflect the lower use of municipal services, and/or the avoidance of paying double
education taxes(on both principal residence and seasonal residence) has never borne fruit.  We acknowledge strong
points on each side of the debate.  What is UNFAIR, is when similar arguments about vacation trailers produces a
Minister's (Finance) moratorium on property assessment totally; hence no taxation at all, there is definite
UNFAIRNESS in that.  Why should one argument produce full taxation, while the other produce no taxation.  This
produces a subsidization of vacation trailer owners; a discriminatory practice that escapes rationale.  Lacking adequate
debate, I would suggest to you that proper legislative process has not been carried out towards the effective
subsidization of vacation trailers by other property-owners.  DOES THIS NOT MERIT CRITICISM, EITHER OF
THE PRACTICE, OR THE LACK OF DUE PROCESS?
2. The attachment from OPAC describes how vacation trailers came to escape assessment. The Minister's
moratorium went on in 1987, [for lack of decisiveness].  It's scandalous, that 14 years later, we are still subsidizing a
class of residences purely for lack of decisiveness.  In the meantime we have--gone to current value assessment,
established OPAC to do current values on all properties, done reassessments after another 3 years of experience,
dismissed arguments on seasonal rates for residences, had hearings on OPAC's performance.  Yet, we still cannot make
a decision on a relatively minor point of fact that vacation trailers have value, are sold in situ, and although are only
used seasonly, demand as much of municipal services like policing, fire, sewage, roads etc. as any other seasonal
resident.  HOW CAN LEGISLATION (OR LACK OF), THAT PRODUCES SUCH UNFAIRNESS, ESCAPE
CRITICISM?  I DON'T SEE  MUCH DIFFICULTY IN THE ISSUE, PARTICULARLY WHEN SEASONAL
RESIDENCES ARE SO CLEARLY CATEGORIZED.
3. I have had occasion to make submissions twice on this issue.  Once to Mr. Skarica's committee, and once to
Mr. Beaubien's committee.  In Mr. Skarica's case, they even asked for comment.  In Mr. Beaubien's case, I directed
them to the issue of vacation trailers in reviewing OPAC's activities.  My point is that the Ministry well knows of the
issue.  In neither case has anyone ever attempted to explain the correctness of the situation.  My further point is, that the
Ministry well knows of it, and they know it is UNFAIR.  WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IT IS BEING ALLOWED
TO PERSIST, WITHOUT FAIR HEARING?  LACK OF RESOLUTION IS STARTING TO GET SUSPICIOUS.

You can see that my frustration in bringing taxation unfairness, to the Government's attention doesn't even produce
acknowledgement of their own 14 year demonstration of lack of decisiveness.  I believe that they must be forced to
deal with the issue.
                WILL YOU PROVIDE THAT FORCE?
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NOEL THOMAS

CHAIR, Taxation Committee
FEDERATION OF ONTARIO COTTAGER ASSOCIATIONS (FOCA)
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Mr. Beaubien,
Special Advisor to the Minister of Finance

Re; OPAC

Dear Mr. Beaubien

I am Chairman of the Taxation Committee of The Ontario Federation of Cottager Associations (FOCA).  In this
capacity I am in communication with over 125 separate member associations, over 83,000 members.  These are spread
across a significant portion of the Province.

The Taxation Committee has been encouraged by your government’s commitment to put fairness into taxation.  In this
respect, we had occasion last November to arrange a seminar during FOCA’s annual general meeting on Taxation
issues.  We had Scott Andison from the Ministry of Finance as one of the speakers.  He did a very creditable job, and
helped us with information that many of our member associations are following up on.  My intention is not to pursue
this seminar now, but to example that FOCA is supporting your Government’s objectives on fairness.

In this respect, we are encouraged by your assignment to review OPAC, and I would like to be helpful to you in this
regard.

First, a compliment;
Even though many of our members are disturbed by current value assessments and what it has meant to them
financially, seldom do we get messages about unprofessional conduct, or lack of honest attempts by OPAC staff to do a
workmanlike job.  I have had personal experience with OPAC in both residential assessments and business
assessments, both at the operational level and at the managerial level.  I admire their professional and reasonable
approach in the face of, often unpleasant, news to bear.  We have few concerns with what OPAC does, but we do have
concerns with what OPAC does not do.

With respect to your mission as described in the press release, our concern would deal with the regulations that define
property classifications.   There are residences that escape assessments and are getting a “free ride” on taxes, and being
supported by those who do pay taxes.  This seems to be an area outside of OPAC’s control.  We think that these
properties ought to be assessed; the responsibility to correct, seems to lie with the Provincial government.

There are two categories of residential assessments that are not carried out; 1--seasonal trailers and 2--boats with living
quarters.  Both of these categories of residences escape assessment, and consequently are being subsidized by the rest
of residences that do get assessed and pay taxes.  Let me make some points;

VACATION TRAILERS
• As cottage-owners, who use their cottages as seasonal residences, we naturally feel that we are being treated

unfairly, when other seasonal residences can escape taxation through a lack of assessments being carried out.
In a recent poll, amongst FOCA’s membership, of potentially unfair tax practices, this was the most unfair
practice in taxation, by a vote of 22 to 1 against.

• Vacation trailers are most often off their wheels, have porches or three-season rooms added, outbuildings
added for sport toys and boats.  They are bought and sold in the market-place, (In fact they are sold, in-situ),
and have established market, or current, values.  In this sense, they are indistinguishable from seasonal
cottages, and are no more of a problem for OPAC to assess than any other residential property.

• Running down a list of municipal services, such as fire protection, police protection, roads, garbage dumps,
recreational and cultural services; trailer residents are as much a user as a seasonal cottager.  There is no
rational as to why other property-owners should be subsidizing their use of municipal services.

• Because they are not on freehold land, is no reason, because there are many cottagers who are on leasehold
land, as well.

• Seasonal trailer camps vary from municipality to municipality.  As an example of how high the subsidization
load can be on other homeowners, let me give an example of Harvey Township, where I have personal
experience; 1996 data, there were 2000 trailer sites, 2045 seasonal dwellings, and 1189 full-time residences.
Grand Bend (Amabel Township) is another area where subsidization is extreme.

BOATS WITH LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS IN MARINAS
• This type of accommodation also puts seasonal residents into municipalities, and a strain on municipal

services that must be subsidized by other tax-paying residents, including both full-time and seasonal
residents.  In our poll among FOCA members, this was the second highest example of unfairness in
taxation, with an against/for ratio of 13/1

• Reviewing the list of municipal services, this class would use the services just as much as any other
seasonal resident in the municipality.
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• These boats also have market value, and should be just as easy to assess as any of the assessment tasks
that OPAC has now.

• Boats do not sit on freehold land, but as pointed out earlier many other seasonal residences are not on
freehold land.  This does not appear to be a discriminating feature, necessitating subsidization of boat-
owners for their use of municipal services.

I have mentioned these two extremes of unfairness.  We brought these up in a submission to Mr. Skarica’s commission
a year and a half ago.  The Ministry of Finance members were well-aware of the issue, but without divulging the whys
and wherefores, deferred action, saying that it is a “complicated” issue.  They didn’t make a case for this being fair,
only that it was complicated.  If this case needs more airing, I wish to make 4 points, on FAIRNESS;

1. These “residents” are clearly users of municipal services, and should pay just like other
residents, seasonal or otherwise.

2. The properties are easily assessable, well within the capabilities of OPAC.  It seems to be only
the Ministry of Finance, that prevents OPAC from assessing them.

3. They should also pay the Provincial tax rate levy for Education, just like every other seasonal
resident, or else excuse every other seasonal residency from educational tax levies by the
Province.

4. The Ministry’s failure to close this loop-hole, is opening it up for further exploitation of this
loop-hole.  There are examples of both water-based slips and land-based lots being developed
to escape assessments.  Some examples are;

• Bluffers Park Marina in Scarborough, where full-time residences are being built on
boat hulls, even without motors, all to escape assessments.

• Rice Lake area and Muskoka sites, where land-based residences are putting residents
into municipalities all without assessment.

This is extremely unfair, as our poll indicates; I ask you to take this matter seriously.

I only ask one further favour; could I have a response to EITHER let me know of what action is being taken,
OR what rationale prevents the Government from taking action.  This may be an extraordinary request, as normally we
would never hear back on our submissions.  However this issue seems so patently unfair, and discriminatory, that I see
it as a responsibility of governance to correct it, rather than a political right to select what one wants to deal with.

I hope that this has given you some material for your fight for fairness in taxation.

Yours truly,

NOEL THOMAS
Chair, TAXATION COMMITTEE
FOCA
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It is my understanding that the concerns of the Federation of Ontario Cottage Associations (FOCA) regarding the issue
of assessment and taxation of trailer homes/parks and mobile homes/parks and boat owners are as follows:

• seasonal trailer and mobile home owners do not appear to be paying their fair share of municipal taxes
• assessment of these properties does not appear to be consistently applied in all areas of the province
• live-aboard boat owners are not assessed and therefore do not pay municipal taxes

The issues surrounding the assessments of trailers in trailer parks has a long history.  However, under current practices,
permanent trailers and mobile homes that are permanently occupied are assessed.  The assessment is included in the
overall valuation of the trailer/mobile home park and that value is shown on the assessment roll.  The assumption
therefore, is that individual trailer and mobile home owners are indirectly paying taxes as part of their land lease.

Trailers that are not permanent in nature, are not assessed.

In 1987, the Supreme Court of Ontario upheld assessments by the Ministry of Revenue that had been placed on trailers
that were permanent in nature.  In its decision, it concluded that recreational trailers permanently attached to land are
considered to be structures under the definition of “land” (s.1 Assessment Act) and are subject to assessment and
taxation.  A subsequent appeal to the Ontario Court of Appeal by the Ontario Private Campground Association
(OPCA), which represented both campground owners and trailer unit owners, was abandoned when the then Minister
of Revenue decided to hold in abeyance the assessments of any trailers in seasonal campgrounds, pending a resolution
that would be acceptable to all parties.  A committee consisting of the Ministries of Revenue, Tourism and Recreation,
and Municipal Affairs and Housing, and the OPCA, was charged with finding an alternative to property taxes, such as
municipal licensing options.  This moratorium did not apply to mobile homes in mobile home parks.  The committee’s
activities were suspended in 1993 when the Fair Tax Commission was established to review various Provincial tax
issues, including property tax.

As a result of the moratorium, some trailers in seasonal campgrounds are assessed and some are not.  In addition, many
trailer owners have appealed their assessments on the grounds that their units are not equitably assessed when
compared to trailers captured under the minister’s moratorium.  The Assessment Review Board (ARB) has generally
sided with the appellants and reduced or removed their assessments.

In 1999, a cottage owner appealed to the ARB claiming that a trailer was under assessed compared to his own summer
cottage and a nearby mobile home park.  The ARB found that it did not have the jurisdiction to decide whether
recreational trailers were exempt from taxation.

Since these decisions only apply to the properties under appeal, they have resulted in additional inequities between
trailer parks.  This has caused trailer owners to relocate to parks where their trailers will not be assessed and has
penalized seasonal campground owners whose trailers have been assessed.
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As you know, municipalities do not collect tax revenues on permanent seasonal trailers that have not been assessed.
However, taxes are paid on the land in the campground and other facilities such as snack bars, pools, washrooms etc.

In an effort to address these inequities, the Government’s Savings and Restructuring Act of 1996 allowed
municipalities to pass by-laws for the purpose of imposing annual fees on un assessed trailers.  You cited Harvey
Township as an example of a jurisdiction where trailer sites are almost as numerous as seasonal dwellings and appear
to outnumber permanent residences.  In 1997 the Ontario Court, General Division quashed a by-law that this Township
had passed that would impose a $50 annual levy on each occupied trailer site.  The Court ruled that the fees were a
form of indirect taxation and as such, beyond the power of a municipality.  The Township of Amabel also had a similar
by-law quashed.

Municipalities are appealing the fact that these seasonal trailers are not assessed.   In a pending appeal under section
46(1) of the Assessment Act, the City of Sarnia is asking that park model units in a seasonal park (Blue Water Adult
Leisure Living Ltd.) be assessed for purposes of municipal taxation.

OPAC’s Position

OPAC is required to assess all trailers that qualify as permanent structures since under section 1 of the Assessment Act,
these units are considered ‘land’ for the purposes of assessment pursuant to section 3.  However, we also comply with
the ministerial moratorium on the assessment of seasonal trailers.  OPAC has raised this issue with the Ontario
Government and awaits direction.

If the Ministry of Finance wants OPAC to continue the moratorium, the ARB and the courts have clearly indicated in
their decisions that a legislative change is required to exclude permanent seasonal trailers from assessment and
therefore, taxation.

With regard to the issue of live-aboard boats; most floating structures are considered vessels under federal statutes and
under current legislation, do not appear to meet the definition of land for the purpose of assessment and taxation as
specified in the Assessment Act.  Therefore, house boats and other similar structures are not assessed for municipal
taxation purposes.


